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Abstract

1.

Increasingly, datacenters are virtualized and software-defined.
Live virtual machine (VM) migration is becoming an indispensable management tool in such environments. However,
VMs often have a tight coupling with the underlying network. Hence, cloud providers are beginning to offer tenants
more control over their virtual networks. Seamless migration of all (or part) of a virtual network greatly simplifies
management tasks like planned maintenance, optimizing
resource usage, and cloud bursting. Our LIME architecture efficiently migrates an ensemble, a collection of virtual
machines and virtual switches, for any arbitrary controller
and end-host applications. To minimize performance disruptions, during the migration, LIME temporarily runs all
or part of a virtual switch on multiple physical switches.
Running a virtual switch on multiple physical switches must
be done carefully to avoid compromising application correctness. To that end, LIME merges events, combines traffic
statistics, and preserves consistency among multiple physical switches even across changes to the packet-handling
rules. Using a formal model, we prove that migration under
LIME is transparent to applications, i.e., any execution of
the controller and end-host applications during migration is
a completely valid execution that could have taken place in a
migration-free setting. Experiments with our prototype, built
on the Floodlight controller, show that ensemble migration
can be an efficient tool for network management.

Multi-tenant cloud environments are increasingly “softwaredefined” and virtualized, with a controller orchestrating the
placement of VMs and the configuration of the virtual networks. In a software-defined network (SDN), the controller
runs applications that install packet-processing rules in the
switches, using an API like OpenFlow [48]. In a virtualized multi-tenant cloud, each tenant has its own VMs, a
controller application, and a “virtual network”, catered to
the tenant’s requirements, that are completely under its control [12, 19, 44]. The virtual networks are only as complicated as needed to express the tenants’ desired policies: One
tenant might prefer a single virtual “big-switch” for managing its traditional enterprise workload [19, 44], while a
multi-tier virtual topology might suit the web-service workload of another tenant better [44].
VM migration is an invaluable management tool for cloud
applications [8, 16, 17, 20, 55]. Frequently migrating VMs,
both within and across data centers, gives network administrators the flexibility to consolidate servers, balance load,
perform maintenance, prepare for disasters, optimize user
performance, provide high fault-tolerance, and reduce bandwidth usage without disrupting the applications [16].
However, a VM rarely acts alone. Modern cloud applications consist of multiple VMs that have a tight coupling with
the underlying network, and almost all network policies, e.g.,
policy routes, ACLs, QoS, and isolation domains, depend
on the topology of the virtual network and the relative positions of the VMs [19]. VM migration (without migrating the
virtual networks), therefore, necessitates re-implementing
the policies—a notoriously complex and error-prone task
that often requires significant manual reconfiguration [19].
Moreover, changes in the physical locations of the VMs
triggers additional, unexpected “events” for the virtual network’s control plane to handle. Therefore, when the VMs migrate, the virtual networks should move, too.
In this paper, we propose that live migration of an ensemble, a set of virtual machines and virtual switches, should
be a core infrastructure primitive in cloud networks. Moreover, we propose that this live migration should be seamless,
so that arbitrary applications function correctly throughout
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Introduction

transitions. Such an ability would be an invaluable management tool for cloud providers for:
Planned maintenance: Migrate all (or part) of a virtual network to perform maintenance on a physical switch without
disrupting existing services.
Optimizing resource usage: Migrate a resource-hungry
tenant to another “pod” during peak load, and consolidate
onto fewer physical components otherwise.
Cloud bursting: Migrate all or part of an enterprise’s application between a private data center and the public cloud as
the traffic demands change.
Disaster recovery: Migrate a tenant’s network to a new
location before a natural disaster (e.g., a hurricane), or after
a data center starts operating on backup power.
In each case, live ensemble migration would minimize
performance disruptions and avoid the unwieldy, error-prone
task of reconfiguring the new servers and switches1 .
Migrating the virtual network amounts to mapping the
virtual topology to a new set of physical switches. On the
surface, this seems like a simple matter of copying the
packet-processing rules from the old physical switch to
the new one. In practice, migrating an SDN is much more
challenging. While migrating a VM involves a temporary
“freeze” for the final copy of the run-time state, we cannot
“freeze” the switches, even for a short period, without causing excessive packet loss for several seconds ([47, 52, 54]
and Section 5.1.2). This excessive loss rate causes connection drops and is considered unacceptable for “live” migration [52]. To avoid that, our LIME (Live Migration of Ensembles) architecture “clones” the virtual network, so both
instances of the network can carry traffic during the migration process.
However, running multiple clones of a virtual network
concurrently while projecting the view of a single network to
the control applications could lead to incorrect applicationlevel behaviors [27]. A NAT that drops legitimate traffic,
a firewall that erroneously blacklists legitimate hosts, and
a load-balancer that overloads some servers while leaving
the rest of the servers underutilized are some examples of
the applications behaving unexpectedly because of cloning
[27]. To project a correct view of a single network when
running multiple clones simultaneously, we must combine
events from multiple clones into a single event stream to the
controller application to preserve the semantics of the applications that react to events sent by the switches. A greater
challenge arises in updating the rules in the virtual switch
during the migration process. Simply deferring all updates
until the migration process completes would compromise
performance and reliability by not reacting to unplanned
1 More use-cases for virtual network migration, e.g., to increase utilization,
increase revenue, decrease cost, decrease energy consumption, and enhance
performance are provided in [10, 18, 37].

Figure 1: LIME architecture.
events like link failures. Yet, updating multiple clones at the
same time is challenging, since unavoidable variations in delays mean that different instances of a virtual switch would
commit the same rule at different times. The problem is exacerbated by the fact the tenants can run any applications,
with arbitrary, unknown inter-packet dependencies. To serve
as a general management tool, our migration solution must
be correct for any possible workload.
To that end, we present a network abstraction layer
that supports transparent migration of virtual networks (and
VMs), so that any SDN application continues to work correctly. LIME runs on top of an SDN controller and below
the (unmodified) controller applications, as shown in Figure 1. LIME provides each tenant with a virtual topology—
identical to the topology provided by the network virtualization layer—and controller. It also augments the southbound
SDN API, used by the network virtualization layer to implement the virtual networks on the physical network, with
the migration primitives that enable seamless relocation of
the virtual elements on the physical network. We ensure that
this migration process is transparent—that any execution of
the tenant’s controller and end-host applications during migration is a completely valid execution that could have taken
place in a migration-free setting. LIME does not require any
modifications to the switches and applications. In designing,
prototyping, and evaluating LIME, we make three research
contributions:
Efficient cloning algorithm: To prevent disruptions during
migration, multiple clones of a virtual switch may run simultaneously, while still forwarding and measuring traffic
correctly, even across changes to the rules (§2).
Correctness proof: We develop a new network model and
use that to prove that switch cloning works correctly for
any controller and end-host applications, under any possible unspoken dependencies between different packets (§3).
Reasoning about the correctness of concurrent distributed
systems is notoriously challenging [9], and existing work
on preserving correctness and consistency in networks fall
short of detecting the incorrect application-level behaviors
resulting from running multiple copies of a network concurrently [27]. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first work that formally defines migration correctness and
proposes an analytical framework to reason about it.

Performance evaluation: Experiments with our LIME prototype on a 13-switch SDN testbed (“sliced” to emulate
a 45-switch fat-tree topology), with micro-benchmarks on
Mininet [35], and “in the wild” experiments on Emulab [2]
and FutureGrid [3] demonstrate that switch cloning enables
network migration with minimal performance disruptions
and controller overhead (§4, §5).

2.

Transparent and Efficient Migration

LIME must ensure correctness and efficiency when migrating all or part of a virtual switch from one physical switch
to another2 . The first challenge for designing a correct migration system is providing a correctness definition. In this
section, we define a novel and intuitive notion of correctness
for migration, transparency, before presenting a straw-man
move primitive that ensures transparency at the expense of
efficiency. Then, we show how switch cloning improves efficiency by allowing multiple copies of all or part of a virtual switch to run at the same time. Finally, we show how
to update the rules in multiple clones without compromising
transparency.
2.1

(B) Moving R
forces H1 and
H2 to tunnel to
R’s new location,
even when they
could communicate
locally.

(C) Cloning R only
sends
necessary
traffic through the
tunnel.

Figure 2: A simple ensemble migration.

Transparency During Migration

Arbitrary tenant applications must continue to operate correctly despite the migration of virtual machines and switches.
That is, applications should not experience any “important”
differences between a network undergoing migration and
a migration-free network. But what is an “important difference”? To speak precisely about transparency, we must
consider the observations that the VMs and the controller
application can make of the system. As in any network,
these components can only make limited observations about
the underlying network: (a) VMs observe packets they receive, (b) the controller can observe events (e.g., topology
changes and packets the switch directs to the controller),
and (c) the controller may query traffic statistics from the
switches. Note that the VMs and the controller application
cannot, for example, determine the precise location of every
packet in the network.
On the other hand, there are some differences the tenant
may detect during a migration: (a) latency or throughput of
data traffic may change, (b) packets may be lost or delivered
out of order, and (c) control messages between the controller
and the switches may experience variable delays. We consider these to be acceptable deviations from a migration-free
setting—networks are traditionally “best effort” and may
suffer from packet loss, reordering, or fluctuations in latency
or throughput, even in the absence of migration. As such,
we consider a migration to be logically unobservable if, for
all observations generated during a migration, there exists a
migration-free execution that could make the same observa2 If

(A) The switch R,
along with VMs on
hosts H1, H2, and
H3, make up an ensemble.

a virtual switch is implemented using multiple physical switches, it
might be desirable to migrate only a part of it, e.g., the part residing on
one physical switch.

tions. Using a formal model, Section 3 proves that our migration primitives ensure this property.
To illustrate the concept of transparency, consider a
straw-man move primitive for migrating a virtual switch
from one physical switch to another. To “move” a virtual
switch, LIME first installs a copy of each rule into the new
physical switch, before any packets can start reaching the
new switch. Then, LIME “freezes” the old switch by first
installing a high-priority “drop” rule (that drops all traffic
entering the physical switch), and then querying the counters of the old rules to record the traffic statistics. (Later,
LIME can combine these statistics with the values of counters in the new physical switch.) To direct traffic to the new
physical switch, LIME would move the virtual links. After
copying the rules of R from the physical switch on the left
in Figure 2(A) to the one on the right, LIME creates tunnels
from hosts H1 and H2 to it, bringing us to the state depicted
in Figure 2(B).
Informally, the move primitive achieves transparency by
ensuring that the new physical switch handles packets and
generates events the same way as the old physical switch,
with at most one switch operating at a time. To prevent inconsistencies in packet forwarding and monitoring, LIME
has the old switch drop packets— acceptable in a best-effort
network, and preferable to violating transparency. However,
the move primitive is not efficient. First, a “frozen” switch is
unresponsive, leading to a high rate of packet loss. Second,
the tunnels to the new switch increase latency. In fact, neighboring components may send traffic over two tunnels—to
the new location and back—even though they are physically
close, as with H1 and H2 in Figure 2(B).

2.2

Running Multiple Clones of Switches

To reduce packet loss, LIME allows multiple running copies
(“clones”) of all or part of a virtual switch to coexist during
the migration process. This allows traffic to traverse either
instance of the switch without packet loss. Hence, as shown
in Figure 2(C), cloning R to the physical switches on right
and left allows H1 and H2 to communicate locally, and
only traffic destined for (or originating from) H3 needs to
traverse the tunnel. Better yet, as H1 and H2 migrate to
their new locations, they can immediately gain the benefit
of communicating locally with H3. Eventually, when the
migration of VMs completes, the old instance of the switch
is isolated and unused. At this point, LIME simply applies a
delete to clear the state of a given switch instance in its old
physical location, freeing its resources.
LIME ensures that the tenant’s controller application
sees a single virtual switch, despite the presence of multiple clones. LIME achieves transparency by merging the
events from the clones into a single event stream for the virtual switch. The merging process must consider all possible
events an SDN switch sends to the controller:
• Packet-in events: A packet-in event directs a packet to

the controller. Since packets can be reordered in a besteffort network, the LIME controller can simply merge the
ordered packet-in events coming from multiple physical
switches.
• Traffic statistics: Requests for traffic statistics are re-

layed to each instance of the switch, and the results combined before the replies are relayed to the applications.
For the existing traffic statistics of OpenFlow, such as
byte counters, packet counters counters, and meters, this
operation is as straight-forward as summing them into a
single value for each rule.
• Link failures: If a link fails at either switch, LIME re-

ports a link failure to the tenant application, making the
(virtual) link unavailable at both physical switches.
• Rule timeouts: A switch can automatically delete rules

after a hard timeout (a fixed time interval) or a soft timeout (a fixed period with no packet arrivals) expires. We
cannot ensure that two physical switches delete rules at
the same time. Instead, LIME does not use rule timeouts
during the migration process, and instead emulates the
timeouts3 .
The merging process cannot preserve the relative order of
events sent by different physical switches, due to variable delays in delivering control messages. Fortunately, even a single physical switch does not ensure the ordering of events—
and the OpenFlow specification does not require switches
to create control messages in the order events occur. This is
natural, given that switches are themselves small-scale distributed systems with multiple line cards, a switching fab3 See

our Tech Report [29] for further details on implementing this.

ric, etc. For example, packets arriving on different line cards
on the same physical switch could easily trigger packet-in
events in the opposite order. As such, we need not preserve
the relative ordering of events at clones of a virtual switch.
2.3

Updating Multiple Switch Clones

The LIME controller may need to install or uninstall rules
during the migration process. Buffering every update until
the migration completes can lead to an unacceptable performance disruption. Due to the distributed nature of switches,
LIME cannot ensure that both clone instances are updated at
exactly the same time. However, applying updates at different times can violate application dependencies. We give an
illustrative example below.
Running Multiple Clones: What Could Go Wrong?
As an example of the incorrect behaviors caused by running
multiple clones of a switch, consider a campus network that
has a peripheral gateway – all the traffic from external hosts
to the internal hosts and vice versa go through this gateway.
Assume, further, that in addition to this gateway, the campus network deploys a number of OpenFlow switches for
implementing its policies. Specifically, it deploys a switch
to act as a firewall with the following simple policies: (a)
drop all traffic from internal to external hosts, and (b) black
list any external host that sends traffic to any internal host,
e.g., when the controller receives a packet-in event from the
firewall with an external host’s address in the source address
field, the controller black-lists that external host by installing
the rules on the gateway for dropping the packets sent from
that external host. The campus network also deploys another
OpenFlow switch to perform destination based forwarding.
Now, imagine that initially the network operators want
to have a policy, policy 1, to block any web-communication
between internal and external hosts, blacklist any external
host that tries to send web-traffic to any internal host, and
permit any non-web communication between the internal
and external hosts. This simple policy can be implemented
by installing a single rule on the gateway to send all the
web traffic to the firewall, and all other kinds of traffic
to the forwarding switch. Assume that at some point, the
policy is updated to policy 2 which simply permits any
web and non-web communication between the internal and
external hosts. This policy update could be simply executed
by updating a single rule on the gateway to send web-traffic
to the forwarding switch, instead of the firewall.
In this scenario, if an external host receives web traffic
from an internal host, it effectively learns that the policy
update has been done, and it can send back web traffic to
the internal host without getting black-listed.
However, if the gateway is cloned for migration, and
the operators update the policy (to send web traffic to the
forwarding switch instead of the firewall) while having two
clones of the gateway, then one clone of the gateway could
be updated while the other clone still has its old policy (i.e.,
it still needs to be updated). In that case, the web traffic

from the internal hosts to the external hosts could go through
the updated clone of the gateway (and hence go through the
forwarding switch and be delivered to the external host), but
the web traffic from the external hosts to the internal hosts
could go through the yet-to-be-updated clone of the gateway,
and be forwarded to the firewall, which implies that the
external host will be black-listed if it sends web-traffic to the
internal hosts, even after it receives web traffic from internal
hosts and learns that it’s allowed to send them web-traffic.
This breaks the transparency, as something (in this example,
“blacklisting") that would not happen in a migration-free
execution could happen while migrating.
Note that despite the visibly-incorrect behavior in the example above, some of the most common notions of correctness such as “per-packet consistency” [51] are preserved
throughout: Each packet is handled by one configuration
only. In fact, we have shown in a recent work that existing
update mechanisms such as “consistent updates” [51] cannot
prevent the incorrect application-level behavior (such as firewalls erroneously blacklisting legitimate hosts) caused by
cloning [27]. Therefore, those mechanisms are insufficient
for correct migration. LIME ensures transparency of migration by updating rules using one of two mechanisms:

Packets:
Bit
Packet
Port
Located Pkt (LP)
Observations:
Query ID
Host ID
Observation
Network State:
Switch
Topology
Hosts
Packet Queue
Configuration
Updates:
Switch Update
Host Update
Update
Network

b
pk
p
lp

::= 0 | 1
::= [b1 , ..., bn ]
::= 1 | ... | k
::= (p, pk)

idq
idh
o ::= idq | (idh , pk)
S ∈ LP * (LP Set × IDq Set)
T ∈ (Port × Port) Set
H ∈ Port * (IDh × (LP * LP Set))
Q ∈ Port → Packet List
C ::= (S, T, H)
us ∈ LP * LP Set × IDq Set
uh ∈ Port * IDh × (LP * LP Set)
u ::= (LIME, us ) | (LIME, uh )
| (Controller, us )
N ::= (Q,C, [u1 , ..., un ])

Figure 3: Network elements.

• Temporarily drop affected traffic: This two-step ap-

proach provides transparency at the cost of some packet
loss. Given a new rule from the controller, LIME first installs a rule on each clone instance with the same pattern
but with an action of “drop” to discard the packets. Once
LIME is notified that both switch instances have installed
the new rule (e.g., through the use of a barrier), the second phase installs the original rule with the action specified by the application. This ensures that any dependent
packet is either dropped or processed by the updated rule.
Note that the packet loss only affects traffic matching the
pattern in the updated rule, and only during the first phase
of the update.

LIME’s correctness needs to be analyzed more rigorously.
Toward this goal, in this section, we develop an abstract
network model to formalize the concept of “transparency”
and use it to prove that LIME migrations are transparent,
i.e., every set of observations that the controller application
and end-host virtual machines can make during a migration
could also have been observed in a migration-free setting.
Due to space constraints, the full technical development,
proof of correctness, and supporting lemmas are presented
in a separate technical report [29].

• Temporarily detour affected traffic: This mechanism

We use a simple mathematical model to describe the finegrained, step by step execution of a network, embodied in the
os
relation N −→ ?N 0 , which states that a network N may take
some number of steps during execution, resulting in the network N 0 . Our model extends the network model presented in
[51] to account for end host and switch migration. But where
the model in [51] produces sets of packet traces, the primary
output of this relation is a multiset4 os containing the observations that the controller and end hosts can make as the
network transitions from N to N 0 . The traces of [51] essentially model an omniscient observer that can see the location
of every packet at all times—useful for reasoning about perpacket consistency, but too strong an assumption for reasoning about transparency: an omniscient observer can easily
distinguish between a network undergoing migration and a
migration-free network.

provides transparency at the cost of increased latency.
Given a rule from the controller, LIME picks one instance
of the cloned switch, establishes tunnels to it, and routes
all traffic through it (which can therefore be atomically
updated). With the other clone instance isolated, LIME
can safely update both instances. Once LIME receives
notification that the updates have been applied, traffic can
be restored to its original routes.
Either approach ensures transparency, with different tradeoffs between packet loss and packet latency.

3.

Proving Transparency

In the previous section, we qualitatively defined transparency and argued how LIME migrates transparently. To
be a reliable network management tool for critical infrastructures such as multi-tenant cloud environments, however,

3.1

4A

The Network Model

multiset counts how many of each observation is made.

Basic Network Elements. Figure 3 defines the syntax of
the network elements in our model. We take packets to
be uninterpreted lists of bits, and ports bear unique names
drawn from the set of integers. A located packet pairs a
packet with a port, modeling its location in the network. An
observation o comprises either an opaque query identifier
idq , representing information sent to the controller, or a pair
(idh , pk) of a packet pk arriving at a host named idh .
Network State. As in [51], we model switch behavior as
a switch function S from located packets to sets of located
packets. We augment S to produce the set of observations
made as the switch processes the packet—these observations represent both traffic statistics and packets sent directly to the controller. A relation T describes the topology:
if (p, p0 ) ∈ T , then a link connects ports p and p0 . We use
this to model both physical links and virtual tunnels. Hosts
are modeled as a pair (idh , f ), where idh is the name of the
host and f is a function that models the behavior of the host:
given a located packet lp, then f (l p) is the (possibly empty)
set of packets that idh may produce after receiving the packet
lp. A host map H connects ports to hosts. Finally, a queue Q
maps each port in the network to a list of packets. Each list
represents the packets to be processed at that port. We say
that Q is an initial queue if every non-empty list is associated with a port connected to a host.
Network Updates. As the network runs, the controller may
emit updates to the switch behavior. A switch update us is
a partial function that describes new switch behavior, and
(Controller, us ) is a switch update sent from the controller.
During a migration, LIME will also update switch behavior
and the locations of end hosts. A host update uh is a partial
function that describes new host locations, and (LIME, uh )
is a host update sent from the LIME platform. We define
override to update one partial function with another:
override(S, us ) = S(0
us (lp) if lp ∈ dom(us )
where S0 (lp) =
S(lp) otherwise

S WITCH
if p is a port
and (pk, Q0 ) = dequeue(Q, p)
and C = (S, T, H)
and S((p, pk)) = (lps, idsq )

and lps0 = (p0i , pki ) | (pi , pki ) ∈ lps ∧ (pi , p0i ) ∈ T
and Q00 = enqueue(Q0 , lps0 )
idsq

then (Q,C, us) −→ (Q00 ,C, us)

Transitions. Transitions fall into two categories: processing
a packet, and updating the network state. For example, the
rule [Switch] in Figure 4 describes a packet being processed
at a switch. Lines 1–7 roughly state:
(1) If p is a port,
(2) and Q0 is a queue resulting from removing pk from the
head of Q(p),
(3) and C is made up of S, T, and H,
(4) and applying the switch function S to the packet pk located at port p results in a set of (possibly modified) packets lps at new ports, along with the observations idsq ,

(7)

S WITCH U PDATE
if us = (_, us ) :: us0 is a list of updates
and C = (S, T, H)
and C0 = (override(S, us ), T, H)

(8)
(9)
(10)

then (Q,C, us) −→ (Q,C0 , us0 )

(11)

Figure 4: The network model.
(5) and forwarding each packet in lps across the topology
yields a set of packets lps0 at new locations,
(6) and Q00 is the result of adding the packets in lps0 to the
queue Q0 ,
(7) then a network (Q,C, us) steps to (Q00 ,C, us), producing
observations idsq .
The rule [Switch Update] (Figure 4) updates the switch
behavior. Lines 8–11 state:
(1) If us is at the head of the update list us,
(2) and C is made up of S, T, and H,
(3) and C0 is the configuration resulting from overriding the
switch function S with us ,
(4) then (Q,C, us) steps to (Q,C0 , us0 ) without producing any
observations.
The rules for processing packets at hosts and updating the
host map are similar [29].
os
We write N −→ ?N 0 as the reflexive, transitive closure of
the step relation defined in Figure 4, where os is the union of
observations occurring at each step.
3.2

A network N is made up of a queue, a configuration, and
a list of updates to be applied to the network.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Formal Results

Armed with the network model, we can define precisely the
behavior that makes a migration transparent. We begin by
defining the observations that the controller and end hosts
can make of an ensemble that is not undergoing migration.
Definition 1 (Migration-free Execution). An execution
(Q, N, us) −→ ?(Q0 , N 0 , us0 )
os

is a migration-free execution if Q is an initial queue and all
updates in us are of the form (Controller, us ).
In other words, a migration-free execution simply runs an
ensemble in its current location, possibly updating the switch
behavior with rules from the controller, and os captures
every observation that the controller and end hosts can make.

Definition 2 (Observationally Indistinguishable). For all
pairs of update sequences, us1 is observationally indistinguishable to us2 if for all initial queues Q and executions
1 ?
(Q0 ,C0 , us01 )
(Q,C, us1 ) −→

os

there exists an execution
2 ?
(Q00 ,C00 , us02 )
(Q,C, us2 ) −→

os

and os1 ⊆ os2 .
Our definition of a transparent migration follows from
the notion of observation equivalence, a common means of
comparing the behavior of two programs [49]. Intuitively, a
sequence of updates us1 is observationally indistinguishable
to another sequence us2 if every observation produced by an
execution applying us1 can also be made in some execution
applying us2 . Hence, a transparent migration is one that
is observationally indistinguishable from a migration-free
execution.
A migration can be described by two pieces of information: the new locations of each switch and port, and the sequence of updates that enacts the migration to the new locations. We use a partial function M from ports to ports to
describe the new locations: M(p) = p0 if p is being migrated
to p0 . And we observe that clone (and move) can be represented as a sequence of switch and host updates.
During a migration, the LIME framework instruments
switch updates from the controller. An update sequence us
from LIME that both effects a migration and contains instrumented updates from the controller can be split into two lists:
one that effects the migration, and another that contains instrumented updates from the controller. We write usC @ us to
mean that usC is the original sequence of controller updates
that have been instrumented and interspersed with migration
updates.
Theorem 1 (Migrations are Transparent). For all port maps
M and update sequences us that define a migration, let usC
be the list of uninstrumented updates from the controller
such that usC @ us. The following conditions hold:
• usC induces a migration-free execution, and
• the sequence us is observationally indistinguishable from

usC .
The proof proceeds by induction on the structure of the
network execution induced by us and hinges on preoserving
two invariants, roughly stating:
1. Every VM is either located at its new or old location, as
defined by M, and
2. Every rule that was in the switch configuration at the start
of the migration is either installed in its original location,
new location, or both and perhaps modified to forward
packets into a tunnel (clone and move primitives), or an
identical rule is installed that drops or detours all packets
and emits no observations (update algorithms).

Figure 5: Prototype Implementation.

Together, these invariants ensure that after every step of
execution, every packet is either processed in the original
network, or in the new location with an equivalent rule, or is
dropped before emitting any observations.

4.

Implementation

To evaluate the performance of our system in practice, we
built a prototype implementation using the Floodlight controller platform [24]. An overview of our design is shown
in Figure 5. Floodlight runs a series of modules (e.g., user
applications), and each module is supplied with common
mechanisms to control and query an OpenFlow network [6].
Our design is naturally implemented as a layer (which is itself a module) residing between other modules and the controller platform. LIME exposes much of the same interface
as the controller platform—modules that wish to be LIME
clients simply use the LIME interface instead. The LIME
prototype instruments updates and queries received from
client modules, and notifies clients of underlying changes
to the topology.
LIME exposes two additional interfaces. A migration interface allows a network operator to configure ensembles,
specify migration destinations, define custom migration algorithms, and enact ensemble migrations. An endpoint interface connects the LIME module to end hosts running VMs.
A small daemon program on each end host relays LIME
host migration commands to the KVM virtual machine platform [4], which performs the VM migration.
A key challenge in designing the prototype lay in managing the underlying network state to mask migration from
client modules. LIME maintains a lightweight network information base (NIB), similar to what the Onix platform provides [43]. But unlike Onix, LIME maintains the state each
client module would see, were the network not undergoing
migration. LIME updates the NIB at each step in the migration, as well as when it receives queries and updates from
clients.

Our prototype implements a simple tunneling algorithm
to set up and tear down virtual links in the network. Traffic destined to enter a tunnel is tagged with a unique VLAN
value unused by either the client module or other tunnels.
Using the underlying topology graph provided by Floodlight, rules are installed along the shortest path to the tunnel
destination; each rule is predicated on the VLAN tag, thus
matching only traffic passing through the tunnel.
Finally, the LIME prototype implements the migration
primitives described in Section 2. Using the primitives, we
construct the following two end-to-end orchestration algorithms, and Section 5 reports on our experience using these
algorithms in practice, providing empirical evidence of their
tradeoffs:
Clone-based Migration: A clone-based migration will
clone the switches and move the hosts5 ; it proceeds as follows. First, clone each switch. For each switch instance,
select a virtual link to the closest neighbor; for cloned instances of switches connected to hosts, this will be a virtual link to the original host location. Then, for each host,
move the host to its new location and update the links its
neighbors use to communicate with it. Finally, delete the
original clone instances.
This scheme minimizes back-haul traffic: for every path
through the migrating network between every pair of hosts,
traffic will traverse at most one virtual link between the new
and old locations. It also minimizes packet loss: the only
loss occurs during the brief time each VM is frozen during
its move or when the rules are updated. The disadvantage
lies in the additional overhead needed to maintain a consistent view of the network state. Note that from the two
update primitives described in Section 2, LIME’s prototype
currently does not support the detouring mechanism because
it requires some capabilities of the newer SDN protocols,
such as bundle messages or group tables in OpenFlow 1.4
for atomically updating multiple rules or having a unified
set of actions for multiple rules, that are not yet supported in
the Floodlight controller.
Move-based Migration: Despite the advantages of clonebased migration, the additional overhead may be undesirable
in some scenarios, such as an ensemble that includes a controller under heavy load. Extending this scenario, let us also
say that we intend to migrate this ensemble across a widearea network, where sending traffic between the new and old
locations is expensive. However, the service deployed to this
ensemble happens to be implemented robustly, such that it
can tolerate some packet loss between VMs and total packet
loss for a reasonably short period of time. Conveniently, the
move and clone primitives are flexible enough to create an
algorithm tailored for such a situation.
We call this algorithm a move migration, and it proceeds as follows. First, move each switch to its new location,
5 LIME

does not currently support VM cloning as a migration technique.

Figure 6: Topology for testbed experiment.

but, as part of the move, leave the hosts connected to the
(now empty) original locations—dropping any traffic. Next,
move each host, reestablishing its connection at the new location. As a result, the ensemble will initially experience
a brief window of downtime, followed by a period of time
where only hosts in their new locations can communicate
with each other, minimizing inter-location traffic.

5.

LIME Performance Evaluation

Modern datacenters serve many interactive applications such
as search or social networking that require very low latency
and loss rate. Even small increases in packet loss and delay
can dramatically degrade user-perceived performance [13].
Hence, for LIME to be an “efficient" network management
tool, we must keep increased packet loss and delay to a minimum, and ensure migration completes quickly. Moreover,
migration should not introduce significant overhead on either the control or data planes.
In this section, we quantify performance and overhead
through experiments with our prototype. In summary, (a)
we evaluate transient behavior during migration, in terms of
packet loss and latency, during intra- and inter- datacenter
migration. We also compare the transient behavior of networks when using our “move-based" and “clone-based" orchestration algorithms (§5.1). (b) We show that LIME has
negligible control and data plane overhead (§5.2). (c) We
show that LIME scales by studying migration time as a function of the size and structure of the network topology. We
also show that the limited migration performance and overhead penalties persist for a very short period of time with
LIME, even in large networks (§5.3). (d) We close this section with a case study that demonstrates the benefits of migration for reducing congestion in datacenters (§5.4).
5.1

Performance During Migration

Running experiments on the Emulab [2] and FutureGrid [3]
testbeds, we show that LIME introduces minimal packet
loss and latency during intra- and inter-datacenter migration
(§5.1.1). Moreover, using MiniNet experiments, we show
the efficiency of clone for avoiding packet loss during migration, compared to our straw-man move primitive and a
naive approach for migrating without LIME (§5.1.2).
5.1.1

LIME Running “in the Wild”

Performance during migration depends on the bandwidth
and latency between the components, and the number and
size of VMs. To demonstrate our system and highlight its
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Figure 7: Time-series plot of the loss and latency observed
during an ensemble migration from Emulab to FutureGrid.
The horizontal lines each represent the time for which a VM
is migrating.
performance properties, we conduct a live ensemble migration within and between two testbeds.
Testbed setup: Our experiments use the Emulab [2] and
FutureGrid [3] testbeds. We run an ensemble consisting of
three virtual hosts (each with a 1GB memory footprint and a
pre-copied disk image) and two virtual switches, as shown in
Figure 6. Within Emulab, we run KVM on a 2.4 GHz 64-bit
Quad Core Xeon E5530 Nehalem processor, and connect the
switches directly. Within FutureGrid, we have to run KVM
nested within a FutureGrid VM and interconnect FutureGrid
VMs with GRE tunnels [36] to emulate direct links. We use
VM migration and switch cloning to migrate the entire ensemble from Emulab to FutureGrid (inter-datacenter migration with a round-trip time of roughly 62ms and measured
bandwidth of 120Mbps), as well as exclusively within Emulab (intra-datacenter migration). During the migration, VM1
pings VM2 and VM3 every 5ms.
Experimental results: Figure 7 shows a time-series plot
of the loss and latency of two flows (from VM1 to VM2
and VM3, respectively). Migrating between Emulab and FutureGrid takes 65.5 seconds; migrating the same topology
within Emulab takes 21.3 seconds. For each VM migration,
we notice a spike in latency at around the midpoint of the
VM migration—we speculate that this is due to extra CPU
load on the VM and contention for bandwidth between the
ensemble and the VM migration. At the end of the migration, we see a short spike in packet loss—due exclusively to
the “freeze” period of the VM migration. Migrating a VM
affects the latency for communicating with other VMs in
the ensemble. After migrating, VM3’s communication with
VM1 must traverse the wide area, leading to higher latency.
Fortunately, the “clone” mechanism ensures that two VMs
at the same site can communicate locally through the local instance of the switch. So, once VM1 migrates, the two
VMs communicate solely within Emulab, with much lower
latency (0.25 ms), even while VM2 completes its own migration process. It should be noted that the limited loss observed

Figure 8: Percentage of packets lost during “move" migration (migration with “clone” is lossless).

is caused by VM (and not network) migration, and network
migration with the clone algorithm is lossless (as shown in
the following subsection using MiniNet experiments).
5.1.2

Transient Performance with Clone vs. Move

Migration without using LIME can lead to high packet loss.
Under the move orchestration algorithm of LIME, applications experience a period of packet loss after stopping the old
switch(es). Under the clone orchestration algorithm, there is
no packet loss due to switch migration.
To quantify this effect, we experiment with Mininet
HiFi [35] running on Intel Core i7-2600K machines with
16GB memory. The default Floodlight applications (routing,
device discovery, etc.) run throughout the experiment. We
use a simple topology with two hosts connected to one virtual switch. We migrate this network using three approaches:
(a) a naive freeze and copy approach, where a simple script
retrieves the network state, freezes the source network, and
copies the rules to the destination, (b) LIME’s copy and
freeze algorithm (move), and (c) LIME’s clone algorithm.
We vary the number of rules in the switches to see how the
size of the state affects performance, and send packets at a
rate of 10, 000 packets per second. We then measure packet
losses in a 1-second time window, where the migration command is issued at the beginning of the time interval.
The loss rate of freeze and copy is 100% during the first
second, and we continue having packet drops for 5 seconds.
Figure 8 shows that the loss rate with “move” is also relatively high, e.g., for networks with around 10, 000 rules per
switch, packet loss during a “move” is 3%. The packet loss
percentage drops to 0% after the first second. The loss rate is
0% with clone (not shown), and we observe no performance
degradation in communications. In summary, we observed
that migrating switches with clone is live, i.e., end-to-end
communication does not degrade during the migration.
5.2

Migration Overhead

Despite the performance benefits, LIME does cause higher
processing overhead at the controller, and longer forwarding
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Figure 9: Bandwidth violations.

Figure 10: Migration latency as flow-table size grows.

paths due to tunneling. In this section, we show these overheads are small and manageable.

VM, and with links with 10Mbps bandwidth requirement.
They are placed on top of a 200-node physical tree network
where each substrate node has capacity for hosting 2 VMs,
and substrate links have bandwidth 500Mbps. The network
is initially loaded with around 70% of the maximum possible
load.
On average, migrating with LIME and with and without
planning the sequence of migrating VMs resulted in violations for migrating 2.7% and 9% of the time, respectively.
While migrating without LIME, with and without using the
sequence planning algorithm caused violations 17.8% and
35.2% of times, respectively.
In summary, migration with clone significantly reduces
data-plane overhead, compared with move.

5.2.1

Control-Plane Overhead

To measure processing overhead at the controller, we use the
cbench OpenFlow controller benchmarking tool [1], configured to emulate 30 switches sending packet-in events from 1
million source MACs per switch. As a baseline, we compare the number of packet-in events a LIME-augmented
controller can handle compared to an unmodified Floodlight controller. The LIME prototype processed around 3 M
events per second as compared to 3.2 M for the unaugmented
Floodlight controller—an overhead of roughly 5.4%.
5.2.2

Data-Plane Overhead

By keeping traffic entirely in the old or the new physical
network, LIME’s clone algorithm reduces the bandwidth
overhead compared to iteratively using move. To verify this,
we simulate the same virtual and physical topologies, bandwidth requirements, and constraints used in prior work [14,
34, 59], and place 30 − 90% load on the network by initially
allocating virtual networks using an existing allocation algorithm [34]. We then select random virtual networks from
the allocated virtual networks to migrate, randomly determine the destination of migration, and migrate them with
the clone algorithm.
When the network is moderately or highly loaded, migration with LIME violates the bandwidth constraints much less
often than migration without LIME (i.e., sequentially moving switches). Moreover, our prior work shows that bandwidth cost of migration could be reduced by planning the sequence of migrating the VMs (as opposed to migrating them
with some random ordering) [26]. Using the same sequenceplanning algorithm to determine which nodes to move along
with LIME offers further reductions in the bandwidth violations.
As an example, Figure 9 shows the complementary CDF
of number of violations when 100 randomly picked virtual
networks are migrated to locations determined by the SecondNet algorithm [34]. Virtual networks have 10 switches
in form of trees (branching factor= 3) each connected to one

5.3

Migration Duration

To be a useful management tool, migration must complete
quickly. In this section, we show that the duration of migration process with LIME is negligible even for large topologies for both hardware and software switches.
Testbed setup: We deploy the Ocean Cluster for Experimental Architectures in Networks, OCEAN [5], which is an
SDN-capable network testbed composed of 13 Pica8 Pronto
3290 switches each with 48 ports. In order to run the experiments on a network with a larger scale and a more realistic
topology, we emulate a fat-tree topology built out of 45 6port switches by “slicing” the switches of OCEAN. That is,
we deploy a simple home-grown virtualization layer, placed
between LIME and the switches, that maps the data plane
IDs and ports of the physical switches to the virtual switch
IDs and ports of the virtual 6-port switches (more details can
be found in [29]). LIME runs on a VM, with a 4, 000-MHz
CPU and 2 GB RAM, on a server in the same testbed. On
the 45-switch fat-tree network, we then populate an aggregate switch and two edge switches connected to it and use
the primitives of LIME (clone, move, and update) to migrate
them to random subgraphs with similar topologies.
As a baseline, we also implement and compare performance with the freeze and copy approach described in
§5.1.2. Moreover, for testing the sensitivity of migration duration to parameters such as using software vs. hardware

switches, the topologies and scales of the underlying physical networks, and the topologies and scales of the virtual networks, we also experiment with virtual networks of various
scales and topologies placed on top of networks with different scales and topologies built of both hardware and software switches, including various pairings of VL2, BCube,
Fat-Tree, scale free, and tree topologies of varying sizes,
and measure the migration time as well as the duration of
updating the rules under LIME.
Experimental results: As shown in Figure 10, the migration duration stays under a second across a range of flowtable sizes, as computed over ten runs for each data point.
Migration time increases roughly linearly with the number
of rules that require special handling (e.g., the rules that require cloning or translation), and move takes slightly less
time than clone (since it is simpler). It also shows that migrating the network while using our update mechanism (explained in §2 and §4) still takes under a second despite the
added complexity and the extra steps taken by the update
mechanism.
The baseline approach has substantially worse migration
times. For example, when migrating a 3-switch topology,
where each switch has 10, 000 rules, migration with the
naive approach takes over 20 seconds while the migration
time for the exact same topology with LIME is under 0.3
seconds. Even worse, the naive approach causes significant
performance degradation (see §5.1.2).
Our experiments with various topologies show that migration time depends on the number of rules requiring handling by LIME but is otherwise independent of the topology
[29]. Our experiments with OVS software switches [7] (instead of hardware Pica8 switches) show similar results and
trends in terms of the migration time [29].
In summary, migration duration is negligible with LIME’s
clone and move (with move slightly faster than clone), and
is a function of the network size (i.e., the number of rules),
and is independent of the topology.
5.4

Case Study: Reducing Congestion

One of the benefits of migration is the flexibility it provides to balance traffic to reduce congestion. Congestion is
prevalent in datacenters even when spare capacity is available elsewhere [31], e.g., while servers under a ToR can
communicate with full line rate, inter-ToR communication
usually traverses congested links, degrading application performance [15]. Even when the initial allocation of virtual
networks is optimal, dynamics of the datacenters (incremental expansion and release of resources, failures, arrivals and
departures of tenants, etc.) cause it to become inefficient
over time. Hence, periodically re-optimizing the placement
of tenants’ virtual networks can reduce congestion on intercluster links [15, 30].
Our experiments show that inter-cluster congestion in
common datacenter topologies, such as fat-tree, BCube [33],
and DCell [32], could be significantly reduced with migra-

Figure 11: Reducing inter-cluster traffic by migration.
tion. For example, Figure 11 shows the results of an experiment where virtual networks of random sizes (random
graphs with 40−60 nodes, where each pair of nodes are connected with probability 1% with a link speed of 10Mbps) are
sequentially placed on a 27, 648-server fat-tree datacenter
network in which all links between servers and ToR switches
are 1Gbps while all other links are 10Gbps. Initial allocations are done with an existing allocation algorithm [34] and
we then applied a simple heuristic for migrating virtual networks (or parts of them) to reduce inter-ToR traffic in favor
of increasing intra-ToR traffic [28]6 . As more virtual networks are allocated, the benefit of migration to reduce the
load on inter-cluster links becomes more significant.

6.

Related Work

LIME is a general technique for seamlessly migrating a virtual network running arbitrary control applications. As such,
LIME relates to, and generalizes, previous work on migration mechanisms. LIME also relates to previous work on
ensuring consistent network state. The current paper significantly expands on our workshop paper [42], with improved algorithms, a precise definition of correctness, a formal model and correctness proofs, and an implementation
and evaluation.
6.1

Migration Mechanisms

Migrating and cloning VMs: Virtual machine migration
is an old idea. Recent work shows how to make VM migration faster or efficiently migrate a collection of related
VMs [11, 21, 23, 40, 53, 57, 58]. Remus [22] also supports
cloning of VMs. Our work brings the benefits of migration to
virtual networks supporting arbitrary end-host and controller
applications.
Migrating at the network edge: Previous work shows
how to migrate functionality running at the network edge—
inside the VM or in the soft switch on the physical server.
VIOLIN [39] runs virtual networks as overlays on hosts;
the paper mentions that VMs running switches and routers
could migrate, but does not present new migration techniques. VirtualWire [56] allows a VM to migrate from one
6 See

our Tech Report [28] for further discussion and analysis.

cloud provider to another, and use a tunnel to reattach the
VM’s virtual NIC to the network. Nicira’s Network Virtualization Platform migrates a tenant’s VM along with the relevant configuration of the soft switch on the server, so the VM
can reattach to the overlay at its new location [44]. These approaches work for software switches and routers exclusively.
VIOLIN and VirtualWire, for instance, implement virtual
network components in VMs. In contrast, LIME migrates an
entire virtual topology to a different set of hardware or software switches. Since “core” switches carry traffic for many
VMs, LIME’s switch migration must be seamless. This leads
us to run multiple instances of a migrating virtual switch,
and handle the resulting consistency challenges. Furthermore, migrating the VMs and the software switches at the
edge could cause downtime for a few seconds [47, 52, 56]
which is considered unacceptable for “live” migration since
the active sessions are likely to drop [47, 52]. To avoid such
downtime, similar to LIME, XenFlow and VMWare vNetwork Distributed Switch run multiple copies of the dataplane
concurrently. Unlike LIME, however, they do not handle the
possible resulting correctness violation [27].
Migrating in-network state: Other work shows how to
migrate state inside the network [25, 41, 46, 54]. VROOM [54]
can migrate a router running a BGP or OSPF control plane,
not arbitrary control software; VROOM also requires modifying the network elements, whereas LIME works with unmodified OpenFlow switches and controller applications.
Other work presents techniques for migrating part of the
state of a component like a router [41]. These works have
a different goal—explicitly changing the topology to direct
traffic to a new location—and do not support arbitrary control applications and topologies.
LIME could be used for migrating the middleboxes that
are implemented using only standard SDN switches and controller applications and operate correctly in best-effort networks. For the middleboxes that maintain and act on more
sophisticated state or have different network requirements
(such as requiring in-order delivery), the recent work on redistributing packet-processing across middleboxes [25, 50]
could be used to migrate them. It should be noted, however,
that these approaches require application source-code modifications, rely on some topological assumptions, and preserve consistency of state by synchronizing [50] or serialization [25] that comes at a significant performance cost.
XenFlow presents a hybrid virtualization system, based
on Xen and OpenFlow switches, that migrates Xen VMs and
the virtual network while providing isolation and QoS [47].
When migrating a VM, XenFlow runs the source and destination data-planes concurrently to avoid packet-loss. However, they ignore the correctness issues that could occur due
to running multiple clones simultaneously [27]. Other recent work [46] presents orchestration algorithms for virtual
network migration, but not specific migration mechanisms;
LIME could adopt these orchestration algorithms.

6.2

Consistency of Network State

Consistent updates to a network policy: Recent work on
“consistent updates” [51] shows how to change the rules
in SDN switches while ensuring that a packet in flight experiences a single network policy. Informally, a consistent
update focuses on the “network", whereas LIME focuses on
“applications" running on end hosts and controllers. LIME
must satisfy application-specific dependencies between multiple packets (possibly from different flows) while managing
multiple, dynamically-changing copies of the same switch.
Our theoretical model relates to the model in the consistentupdates paper, but with major extensions to capture the
observations that end-host and controller applications can
make, rather than simply the trace properties a single packet
experiences. The consistent-updates work cannot solve the
switch-migration problem because the consistency property
is different, the underlying model does not include hosts and
controllers, and the technique does not handle replicated
state. The two works prove different network properties, using similar proof techniques.
More recently, several papers propose ways to update a
network policy without causing transient congestion [26, 38,
45]. This line of work is orthogonal to LIME, since these
solutions do not provide a framework for migrating virtual
networks (e.g., to jointly migrate network and VM state).
However, their algorithms could help generate an efficient
plan for migrating switches or the steps for migrating the
tunneled traffic. We plan to explore this direction as part of
our future work.

7.

Conclusions

Live VM migration is a staple in the management of data
centers and enterprises. When migrating VMs, their underlying network should migrate, too. LIME supports transparent migration of virtual machines and switches. Our efficient cloning technique minimizes performance disruptions
by allowing multiple physical switches to act as a single
virtual switch during the migration, while forwarding and
measuring traffic correctly, even across updates to the rules.
Using our formal model, we prove that clone works correctly for any controller and end-host applications, under any
(unknown) dependencies between different packets. Experiments with our prototype also demonstrate that clone is efficient, enabling ensemble migration to be a general tool for
network management.
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